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 First: Introduction

The details of any prisoner can be found by using the 
search engine on our websites. Also, the names and details 
of any prisoner can be submitted into our website. Our 
teams will add it to our archives once it is verified.

  Second: Details

The following table shows the number of arrests that we 
recorded during the month of January. It should be not-
ed that this the minimum number of arrests we were able 
to document in light of the ban and pursuit of our teams 
by government forces, extremist groups, and some of the 
armed opposition factions.
The Syrian government denies carrying out any kidnap-
ping or arrest operations when it asked by prisoners’ fam-
ilies. SNHR collects information about detainees from 
former detainees.
Arrests documented during January are as follows:
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Arbitrary arrests made by government forces and its militias

Arbitrary arrests made by extremist groups

Arbitrary arrests made by armed opposition factions
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Arbitrary arrests made by YPG forces

Releases

Raid and search point that resulted in detentions
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Parties responsible for the raids

Kidnappings that were carried out by unidentified groups

 Third: Most notable cases

1- Most notable arbitrary arrests made by government forces:
- Mousa Ahmad Al-Allan, Ear specialist, from Ar-Raqqa – Sallouk city, on Tuesday 
27 January, 2015, government forces arrested him at a security checkpoint in Da-
mascus.
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2- Most notable arbitrary arrests made by extremist groups:
- Wethab Al-Izzou, media activist from Idlib – Saraqeb city, 28-year-old, on Wednes-
day 7 January, he was arrested by An-Nussra Front forces at a checkpoint near Taft-
naz military airbase in Idlib suburbs.

- Eyad Refea’ As-Sbiekhan, medical activists and an x-ray technician, from Der Ez-
zor – Hjien city, 39-year-old, on Sunday 18 January, 2015, he was arrested by Daesh 
forces from his residence in Hjien city.

3- Most notable arbitrary arrests made by armed opposition groups:
Salem Abunnasr, from Tartus city, 49-year-old, a dentist and medical activist in 
Aleppo, on Thursday 15 January, 2015, an armed opposition group called (the in-
telligence division) arrested him from his residence in Aleppo – Ash-Sha’ar neigh-
borhood.

4- Most notable arbitrary arrests made by YPG:
- Female Child Nayrouz Hussein Hussein, from Aleppo – Ifreen city, 17-year-old, 
on Wednesday 14 January, 2015, YPG forces arrested him from her residence for 
conscription purposes.

- Mohammad Hassan Shaikh Dada, from Aleppo – Ifreen city, 22-year-old, on Tues-
day 20 January, 2015, he was arrested by YPG forces from his residence in Ifreen 
city – Adamou village.

 Recommendations

The Security Council
1- To insure the implementation of the resolutions: 2042, adopted on 14 April, 2012, 
resolution 2043, adopted on 21 April, 2012, and resolution 2139, adopted on 22 
February, 2014, which was adopted to put an end to enforced-disappearance.
2- The United Nations and the Security Council should act upon their responsibil-
ities in regard to hundreds of thousands of enforced-disappearance and detention 
cases in Syria.
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